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Type & Colour



Type & Colour
Typography

Guideline for typeset sizing and usage.

ABCDEFGH
IJKLMNOP
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,  
consectetuer adipiscing elit.
 
 

Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor.  
Aenean massa.

Avenir Next Demi Bold: 34 pt over 42 pt / Kerning -10

Causten Black: 100 pt over 100 pt / Kerning 0

Avenir Next Regular: 13 pt over 16 pt / Kerning -5



Type & Colour
Colour Palette

Heat Sealing’s colour palette to be used in concert based on the guidelines
laid out in this document.

C0 M50 Y100 K0 C4 M14 Y92 K0 C100 M78 Y47 K48 C61 M53 Y53 K25



Manifesto



Brand Identity
Primary Wordmark

Primary wordmark, can be used in both colour and black and white.  Where possible, 
use colour.  The logo can also be inverted to white for use on darker backgrounds.

Brand Promise Brand promise treatment. Variation 1



Brand Identity
Primary Wordmark

Primary wordmark, can be used in both colour and black and white.  Where possible, 
use colour.  The logo can also be inverted to white for use on darker backgrounds.

Brand Promise Brand promise treatment. Variation 2



Primary Identity



Brand Identity Primary mark, can be used in both colour and black and white. 
*Where possible, use colour. 

Packaging tomorrow, today.



Brand Identity Inverted primary mark for use on dark surfaces and backgrounds.

Packaging tomorrow, today.



Brand Identity Primary mark, without brand promise.



Brand Identity Primary mark, without brand promise, for use on dark surfaces and background.



Primary Wordmark Primary wordmark, in black and white.



Primary Wordmark Primary wordmark, in black and white, inverted.



Brand Icon The brand ‘seal’ or ‘peel’ can be used in conjunction with the wordmark or on its own.



Brand Acronym The HSP brand acronym is another asset that can be used in conjunction with the
primary brand or independently.



Brand Acronym The HSP brand acronym with an alternate colour treatment, 
to be used on darker backgrounds.



In situation



In Situation Branded stationary.



Brand Identity
Wordmark Lockup

The primary wordmark locked up in a bubble, one with the speech bubble reference,
the other without. Both can be used interchangeably.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed 
diam nonummy nibh euismod 
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna 
aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim 
ad minim veniam, quis nostrud 
exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit 
lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea 
commodo consequat. 

Packaging Solutions & Technologies
SEALPAC continuously sets new standards, 
particularly in fresh food applications. These 
solutions provide greater product safety, 
attractive presentation at retail, and numerous 
logistical advantages while ensuring optimal 
maturation processes, longer shelf life,  and 
efficient production. No matter which SEALPAC 
traysealer you choose, you will benefit from these 
innovations in every respect.



In Situation Branded safety mask.



In Situation Branded Apparel.



In Situation Branded golf balls, a good concept for a corporate promotional item.



Signage



Signage Wall decal treatment.



Signage Window decal.



Business Pillars



We have partnered with leading manufacturers in 
the industry to provide our customers with a quality 
assortment of products to better meet their needs.

Packaging tomorrow, today.

Product.

Brand Orange



Brand Identity
Primary Wordmark

Primary wordmark, can be used in both colour and black and white.  Where possible, 
use colour.  The logo can also be inverted to white for use on darker backgrounds.

Service.
For over 30 years, HSP have offered 
packaging solutions with a service 
oriented mission, placing our customers 
at the forefront of our business. We’ve 
partnered with world class, leading 
edge manufacturers that offer the most 
innovative, sustainable, and competitive 
packaging solutions.

Packaging tomorrow, today.

Brand Yellow



It is a long established fact that a reader will be 
distracted by the readable content of a page when 
looking at its layout. The point of using Lorem Ipsum 
is that it has a more-or-less normal distribution of 
letters, as opposed to using ‘Content here, content 
here’, making it look like readable English. Many 
desktop publishing packages and web page editors 
now use Lorem Ipsum as their default model text, 
and a search for ‘lorem ipsum’ will uncover many 
web sites still in their infancy. Various versions have 
evolved over the years, sometimes by accident, 
sometimes on purpose (injected humour and the 
like).

Packaging tomorrow, today.

Technology.

Brand Blue



Thank you.

Prepared by:




